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Summary
The Campaign was jointly managed by Dollar Glen Football Club (DGFC) and Dollar
Community Development Trust (DCDT). Adequate funding was available through
Foundation Scotland for an award to DGFC from the EDF Burnfoot Hill scheme and a
contribution from DCDT. The services of STAR Development Group and City Architects
Office were commissioned to help run the survey and, using feedback, to assist with the
evolution of the Facilities Hub design.
Following a letter confirming a contribution of £26,000 from Clackmannanshire Council in
May 2021 the Community Engagement Campaign started in June 2021.
The campaign focused on obtaining the critical evidence needed to obtain Asset Transfer of
the Devon Way Sports Park area and Planning Permission from Clackmannanshire Council.
The criteria of the sportscotland Facilities Fund guidance were studied and followed.
The initial stages were:
•
•

Informing (June – December 2021)
Participation (January – March 2022)

The main participation activity was a survey distributed to every household. There was also
an online survey option. The main method of communication was social media and street
stalls.
The Feedback Event was an opportunity to:
•
•
•

update the community on all the Campaign activity
display the survey results
demonstrate how the survey responses were affecting decisions.

There were four stands featuring ‘The Story So Far’, ‘Your Vision’, ‘Future Development’ and
the ‘Facilities Hub Evolution’. Participants at the event were asked for their views on where
the sports park boundaries should lie.
The event displays were dominated by a magnificent response from Strathdevon Primary
School to an art project based on the Devon Way Sports Park vision of the children.
As well as positive feedback, the event drew community members with concerns. The main
issues were co-existence with the cemetery and the lack of car parking space. A local
councillor was available to listen to these challenges on the final day.
The event displays demonstrated the widespread participation of the community, the quality
of ideas and the enthusiasm for the proposed facilities.
Further consultation on a planned Sports Park Festival of taster activities during the
weekend 28/29 May was achieved.
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Campaign Planning
Management and Resourcing
The Campaign was jointly managed by Dollar Glen Football Club (DGFC) and Dollar
Community Development Trust (DCDT).
The Community Engagement Campaign was planned by the Active Communities Action
Group established in 2016. There was involvement from other community members, DCDT
trustees, Clackmannanshire Council, Local Councillors and early advice from the Scottish
Football Association.
The Campaign started in June 2021 with an Open Evening on the almost complete playing
field. In July 2021 DGFC responded to an invitation from Foundation Scotland to apply for
funding from the EDF Burnfoot Hill Community Fund. The award in November of £5,000
enabled DGFC to appoint STAR Development as consultants to provide advice and conduct
the community survey. Included in the funding was the services of City Architecture Office
with the remit to respond to survey feedback concerning the design of the Facilities Hub.
DCDT board of trustees approved a budget of £2,000 to cover promotion and printing
expenses. With these resources the campaign as described in this report could continue.
The event on 5/6 March 2022 was a display of stages and preliminary outcomes.

Critical Evidence Required
Initial Considerations
In planning the Campaign we were mindful of criteria to be met if the Devon Way Sports
Project was to progress and receive grant funding:
•
•
•

Community Asset Transfer
Planning Permission
Credible Business Plan

The community had already shown significant support for a sports park with changing
facilities during the Dollar Futures Community Action Plan in 2016. Many circumstances
have changed since then:
•
•

the housing development adjacent to the sports field is complete and fully occupied
Clackmannanshire Council and Dollar are the focus of a large expansion of housing
with several medium and long term consequences.

It was therefore determined that a new community engagement process was needed to
record credible evidence that our community would support the project vision and physical
objectives.
It was also important that this engagement could assist with business planning for the future
of the sports park based on realistic population numbers and the changes that Dollar
Academy are planning that will affect resources available to the community.
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Grant Funding Modelling using sportscotland Facilities Fund Criteria
References:
• DWSP Funding Strategy
• sportscotland Facilities Fund Guidance 2019 (to be revised in 2022)
The Community Engagement Campaign was designed to provide evidence to the funders in
accordance with their criteria. The sportscotland guidance is taken as a model for all other
funders.
By involving the Main Stakeholders in the engagement we aimed to demonstrate that
Collaboration requirements could be met:
- Working in partnership to meet the needs of those participating in sport
- Developing links and connections within the sport system, both locally & nationally
- Involving stakeholders in delivering Project Impact
• Providing evidence to funders that we have involved the community in the decisionmaking stages of the proposals
• Demonstrating that the community understands and supports its Impact objectives:
- Participation: opportunities for people to get involved and participate in sport and stay
involved throughout their life
- Progression: opportunities for people to develop, progress and achieve success at
their chosen level of sport
- Equalities and Inclusion: Widen access, provide opportunity or remove barriers to
participation for those in disadvantaged circumstances and under-represented groups
that share protected characteristics (age, disability, race, gender reassignment,
marriage & civil partnership, pregnancy & maternity, religion & belief, sex, sexual
orientation)
- People Development: opportunities for volunteering in sport and developing as
coaches & officials or being helpers.

For Clackmannanshire Council Community Asset Transfer
References:
COSS module 1 - Introduction to Asset Transfer
• It is a key requirement of the Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015 Part 5: Asset
Transfer, that we can demonstrate that the project has the support of our community.
• The engagement needs to provide evidence that the project is:
- Rooted in community needs which can be clearly identified and are aligned to local and
national policy especially the health benefits
- The community has been involved in defining the use of the land and the boundaries
needed to fulfil the community vision for the Devon Way Sports Park
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For Clackmannanshire Council Planning Permission
• In applying for Planning Permission ensure that the proposals do not have any adverse
unintended consequences that would prevent planning permission be granted
• We are required to involve Dollar Community Council in this activity
• Underpinning the planning permission case is the support of most of the residents living
round the sports park; lower Lovers Loan, Gowan Lea, north of the Kelly Burn.

For the Community
References:
• Dollar Futures Community Action Plan 2016 reports
• Community Engagement Toolkit developed by Community Places
• sportscotland Changing Lives Through Sport and Physical Activity
• National Standards for Community Engagement Scotland
Enabling the community to ‘have its say’ despite Covid restrictions by including a variety of
methods of participation.

Pre-Event Campaign Stages
Stage 1 – Informing
Launch of the campaign in June 2021 with a Devon Way Sports Park Open Evening
attended by children and parents of the Dynamos (Dollar Glen FC children’s teams) and the
three local elected Councillors. Further activities were:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Creation of project information folders to develop understanding of issues
Leaflet distributed to each household inviting a visit the area of sports park
Signage at the sports park to stimulate community reaction to Have Your say
invitation
Street stalls 11 and 18 December to view folders and chat about main issues
Social media postings to encourage street stall participation
New content on the DCDT website based on the backstory leaflet with links to how
the project is being managed (see Appendix 1)

Stage 2 – Participation
•
•
•
•
•
•

Email messages to people who attended the street stall sessions inviting further
participation and urging completion of the survey
Posters positioned at frequently passed points in the town
Backstory leaflet delivered to every household with a copy of the Survey
Launching of the online version of the Survey
A Children’s Art project involving the Primary School
Workshop event to expand the project Action Group and involvement in the Stage 3
event
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Children’s Art Project
During the planning phase in 2021 it was decided to approach the head teacher of
Strathdevon Primary School and ask that her pupils took part in art project. It was agreed
that in January 2022 two classes would be taken to the new playing field. Class 5G then
returned to their classroom and facilitated by their teacher “create a Mind Map of their
ideas on the interactive whiteboard”. Each child then designed and drew their own
“community pitch plan” ideas. The Mind Map included:
•

Electric charging points for cars

•

Tiered seating round the pitch (this could simply be a raised bank for standing that
also acted as a ball stopper)

•

Wheelchair access

•

Wildlife garden

•

Café with toilets

•

Dog park

•

Outdoor fitness stations

•

Portable flood lights

•

Bird feeders/bird boxes/nests

•

Bike racks

•

Portable pitch side dugouts

•

Children’s play park

•

First aid station

•

Pump/cycle track

•

Food van, MacDonalds, Hot Dog stand, vending machine

•

Local trader advertising boards

•

Pram park

There was a total of 56 drawings; 47 on A4 paper and 9 on A3. Each child’s work was
displayed during the Feedback Event. The children had produced a string of unusual and
useful ideas. Huge credit to their insight and awareness of what would make the perfect
community pitch.
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Stage 3
Overall Campaign Objectives
The Feedback Event was planned to demonstrate that the main Community Engagement
Campaign objectives were being met:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Investigate opinions on the vision for the proposal for community ownership and
development of the DWSP and to what extend this meets the objectives of the Changing
Lives Through Sport and Physical Activity scheme
Propose new activity and sports programmes, other than football, that would use the sports
park and the facilities hub
Determine whether the design needs modifying to support these additional needs
Understand support for community activities and sports that could use the areas
surrounding the pitch
Gather ideas about events that could take place in the sports park and with what
frequency, and the benefits of these
Investigate and promote opportunities for volunteering in the community

Specific Stage 3 Objectives
The specific Feedback Event Objectives were:
• Exhibit the children’s art and Lego work (see Appendix 3)
• To give survey feedback on A1 displays
• Be able to answer unanswered queries about previous decision making
• Demonstrate changes to the Facilities Hub proposals that the survey and workshops
have influenced
• Ask for further views on DWSP use, the Facilities Hub and Future Development
• To collect detailed community reaction enabling us to consolidate DWSP proposals
to Clackmannanshire Council for Asset Transfer, Planning Permission and for
Section 75 purposes
• To initiate planning of a Sports Park Festival in May based on responses to a survey
question about sports and activities that could take place at the sports park.

Promotion
The Dollar Coop agreed to be a paper survey delivery point and reminder to shoppers.
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The main street Sorting Office (paper shop, gift and Post Office) kindly agreed to create a
window display advertising the events with children’s art and Lego models from about the
16th to 28th February.

Further promotion was driven by:
•
•
•
•

Email lists (based on results of Q13 interest in attending and following up replies to
Qs 9 - 12 on participation)
Posters displayed throughout the town
Social media
Banners at the centre of the town

Display of Survey Results
On the 20th February the survey results were counted for the purposes of the Feedback
Event. The Survey Result content is found at Appendix 2 in a form that was displayed as
nine A1 sheets.
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Stand Themes
1.
2.
3.
4.

The Story so far..
The Vision
Future Development
Facilities Hub Design Evolution

At the Hive lobby area a sign guided visitors to the Sign in table. On leaving via West room
exit visitors could leave comments.

STAND 1
East Room - The STORY SO FAR displays (see Appendix 2)
•
•
•
•
•

History of football in Dollar and Dollar Glen FC background (see Appendix 3)
“And Now We have a Plan” displays and project achievements since 2020
Recognition of the Clacks Council contribution of £26,000 to the project
Information from the Chief Medical Officers UK report on the effect of sports and
activity on health and wellbeing (see Appendix 4)
Introduction to the concept of Changing Lives which underpins the sports park ethos

STAND 2
Main Hall Left – YOUR VISION - feedback on survey questions using A1 and A3 displays
(see Appendix 5)
•
•
•
•
•

Results requesting support for proposed Vision that the sports park provides facilities
and Changing Lives opportunities
Results requesting support for the Proposition that DCDT takes community
ownership of the sports park
Top ideas for the achieving the Vision
Top ideas for community Events that could take place at the sports park
Top taster event preferences based on survey response planned during a Sports
Park Festival 28/29 May

STAND 3
Main Hall Right - FUTURE DEVELOPMENT of the sports park and required extent of
boundaries to achieve Changing Lives objectives. The response to Q7 asking for top 3
priorities showed significant support for modern outdoor gym and playpark equipment. The
stand exhibited examples of such facilities.
The key question being asked was where the boundaries of the sports park should be. A
separate report is being prepared.
The aim was to obtain community view on the sports park boundaries. The map shown
above was divided into three zones. All three were considered desirable with the majority
supporting the maximum development of the Facilities Hub surrounds. This information will
initially be discussed with the DCDT board.
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STAND 4
West Room - FACILITIES HUB EVOLUTION Stand demonstrated how the design of the
Hub area has been influenced by the survey response to Q8. There were two displays:
1. Description of the Master Drawing Pack with a range of drawings used to develop the
Facilities Hub design so far. One drawing drew attention to the groundwork required
to access services. Another drawing was an isometric sketch of the bay unit
approach which received mixed responses
2. Exhibition of a new report by City Architects Office, Edinburgh responding to the
extensive survey comments in Q8
3. Lego table showing children’s depiction of the Facilities Hub

The drawing of the preferred configuration which showed the opportunity for a covered
‘courtyard’ effect responded to many of the priority answers in the survey
The initial design sketch of the Facilities Hub and the new proposals indicated progress and
reaction to survey comment:
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The City Architects Office report (see Appendix 6) also included to how the Facility Hub
complex could look with information on cladding options and the ‘courtyard’ covering options:

Another table offered visitors to try out the optional configurations using wooden blocks:
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The stand demonstrated to the community that its survey comments had been acted on and
their willingness to be involved in decision making was fully recognised.

Main Outcomes
Community Participation
The sports park project is rooted in the history of football in Dollar at a time when there
were three adult teams participating in local leagues during the early to late 1930s. After a
few years the club was re-established in 1997. The adult team today plays in the Stirling &
District Amateur FA. It is the strategic vision of the present day DGFC that the club attracts
a wider participation. Following the establishment of a children’s section called the
Dynamos (boys and girls aged 4-11 years) two teams have been established at the 2012
and 2014 age groups. There are also plans to introduce further children’s teams, women’s
football, over 35s and walking football.
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This rich history is now the foundation for DWSP. The Active Communities Action Group
tasked itself with finding the answer to the question “would this vision be acceptable to the
entire community and promote wider activity for all ages?”
We were determined to design a Community Engagement plan that would allow us to test
the feasibility of our vision by:
• Showing individuals that their views and ideas are listened to and acted on
• Developing personal interest in the future of the project with specific interests included
in the survey
• Giving individuals the confidence to participate in accessible activities described in the
Community Action Plan 2016 as ‘wider choice for wider age groups’ with individuals
being able to choose their preferences in the survey
• Through clear invitations to be involved in the co-design of facilities, with views and
ideas being acted on post-survey
• Through follow up action, motivate individuals to become involved in the use of the
sports park as a leader, a coach or helper
• Through a programme of engagement methods promote the feeling of being part of the
community with opportunities to meet new people as described in the Changing Lives
leaflet.
A general outcome of the Community Engagement process was a reminder that the
development of the facilities is not an end in itself. The goal of the Active Communities
Action Group is to bring people together to enjoy shared activities that contribute to
building a healthier and stronger community.

Main Concerns Identified
Many of the visitors attended because they had concerns. The large-scale map used at
Stand 3 attracted considerable negative comment on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Safety concerns when a high volume of vehicles use the narrow road at Lovers Loan
Inadequate space in the car park
Lack of thought concerning general car parking arrangements
Controlling anti-social behaviour around the Facilities Hub
Upkeep of pitch and surrounds
Keys to changing facilities and toilets
Fence to catch stray balls
Not sure of space for lots of other activities
possible conflict between the position of the sports park and when funerals are taking
place

Councillor Kathleen Martin who visited the event on 6th March, is now aware of these
concerns. DCDT will now discuss with the Community Council and Clackmannanshire
Council.
Devon Way Sports Park
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Local Press Coverage

Devon Way Sports Park plan takes huge step forward
15th March
BY CIARAN VANCE@CIARANMVANCE

A PARTNERSHIP between Dollar Community Development Trust and Dollar Glen Football
Club has seen the establishment of an action group which aims to help the development of
the community’s football pitch.
Led by Kenny Mitchell, trustee and chairman of the football club, various members of the
community have joined forces to provide their expertise with a view to seeing the
community's long-awaited football pitch and changing facilities being developed.
The pitch has been constructed by Clackmannanshire Council, who have also made a
financial contribution towards new changing facilities, but it will now be up to the community
to find the remainder of the funding required for these facilities.
A community engagement process has recently been ongoing with and earlier this month a
set of stalls and a questionnaire were set up and delivered to households in the town.
The results of the questionnaire, which were compiled by Star Developments, a community
engagement specialist, were made available to the community at a recent Information and
Feedback Drop-in Session at The Hive in Dollar.
Kenny said: “The most important part of the results have told us that 97 per cent of people in
the town are in favour of the proposals.
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“Although football will be the main sport played at the new pitch, the community have said
they are keen to see other uses for the area which is at the beginning/end of Dollar’s natural
exercise area, the Devon Way, hence the project name Devon Way Sports Park.
“I would like to thank my hard-working action group who are as determined as me to see this
facility happen.”
Now that the action group have the responses to the questionnaire, the next stage will be a
come and try events weekend where the various suggestions of activities that people would
like to see take place at the park will be planned. This is scheduled to take place on
Saturday, May 28 and Sunday, May 29.

DWSP Festival of Sport and Activity 28/29 May 2022
We were delighted at the quality of survey responses and the thoughtful contributions
offered by all age groups. From this response we are now designing a weekend of tasters
based on suggestions from the community:
SATURDAY – SPORTY TASTERS DAY
FUN PARK WALK/RUN 1, 2, 5 AND 10K
FOOTBALL: Women’s football, u35’s
football, walking football
RUGBY: Women and Men 5-aside walking
rugby (Hawick rules)
HOCKEY: Walking hockey
COMMUNITY BBQ

Devon Way Sports Park

SUNDAY – ALL COMERS ACTIVITY DAY
DEVON WAY BIKE RUN
NOVELTY HIGHLAND GAMES with family
challenges
EXERCISE CLASSES for all ages and
abilities
EVERYONE IN ROUNDERS
DOG SHOW
COMMUNITY BBQ
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